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ABSTRACT

An institutional discourse seems intricating and less interesting to study if viewed and compared from the ordinary social conversations. The present study aims to examine metapragmatic functions as the inherent properties within the use of speech acts in Indonesia Lawyers Club which support to characterising the institutional discourse. The data are utterances in an ‘exchange’ of the discussion Indonesia Lawyers Club which are gathered by using purposive sampling, while the analysis operates the mean-and-end technique which is supported by felicity conditions. The result shows that moderator’s power, intonation, metapragmatic description (performative verbs), discourse markers (non verbal gaze, pointing, gesture), evidentials, and metasequential awareness are attached to serve the speech acts in the discussion Indonesia Lawyers Club.
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A. Introduction

Any utterances might be differently interpreted; it depends on the goal or intention of the speaker to whom the addressee is required in the interaction. The meaning of utterances presented to hearers is sometimes understood not only from the speaker’s stated expression but also from the hearers’ inference due to the close relationship between the speaker and the addressee in an interaction. The interaction which occur by referring to verbal exchanges between two or more people where at least one speaker is a representative of a work-related institution and where the interaction and the speakers’ goals are partially determined by the institution in play is so called an institutional discourse. A set of interactive properties are tacit characteristically used in the institutional discourse such as in the ILC discussion.

The ILC discussion shows an interaction between mainly a moderator and the participants of discussion in which mostly include lawyers, executives, state officials, legal representatives, experts, victims, and tertiary students. Within the formal situation such as in the ILC discussion, the moderator’s ways of speaking have sometimes been importantly interpreted as clues to lead the addressee reveal much information more than expected. The use of language in various ways which is influenced by the relation between the speaker and the addressees as in this occasion is studied under the sociopragmatics.

This paper intends to present the moderator’s ways of speaking including interactive properties which are intended to get more response from his addressee and to identify the intention in attaching the inherent properties which all of these will be identified as his metapragmatic function in directing to the whole participants of the ILC discussion.

B. Metapragmatic Function

The term “metapragmatic function” and “metapragmatic awareness” are closely related. When any items or properties in language use will have its reflect in pragmatic awareness, this awareness of pragmatic effect is called metapragmatic function. To identify further about the pragmatic function, first we need to know the category of metapragmatic awareness. As stated by Grundy (2008:157-159), there are nine categories to refer to metapragmatic awareness, which he refers to ‘weird’ terms: (1) metapragmatic description, it is a category which includes both performative verbs and speech act description; (2) self-referential expressions such as this argument, my talk, and these perspectives; (3) discourse markers or pragmatic particles such as
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anyway, undoubtedly, and you know; (4) sentence adverbs such as frankly, regretably, and obviously. These sentence adverbs has a higher level function, and indicate propositional attitude; (5) hedges, such as sort of, in a sense, and so far as I know; (6) explicit intertextual links such as namely, for example, similarly, and another kind of intertextual awareness which is called by Schiffrin (1987) as ‘metalinguistic referent’ such as “the former, the latter, and the next point”; (7) quoted and reported speech; (8) mention, an occurrence of an item with overt metalinguistic marking. In written language, this category of metalinguistic awareness is marked by quotation marks; (9) evidentials, which mark the source/reliability of an utterance make overt reference to the evidentiality of what is stated, for example the use of the words “I suppose, (so far as) I recall, what I remember”; and (10) contextualization cues, including control items such as right, okay, so, etc. and other overt indications of awareness of the effect of talk such as oh, sorry (= I didn’t expect you to say that), etc.

The metapragmatic functions as in the discussion ILC can be seen as in the following utterances within ILC discussion.

1. Moderator’s power as in:
   (a) Bisa anda ulang lagi? ((The moderator walked closely to (Political Expert, Hantha Yuda) and asked him to repeat the clarification)).
   (b) Ya tapi seluruh uraian anda ini kacamatanya hitam, artinya negatif.
   (c) Bagaimana kalau kita positikan, Anas benar-benar yakin dirinya tidak bersalah. Makanya dia berani menantang publik dengan mengatakan “saya siap digantung”. Orang yang yakin dirinya benar-benar bersih juga akan mengatakan hal itu. 

   As in (a) implicitly the moderator has a power to hold the discussion until the expected response is sufficiently obtained from the addressee. That’s why he asks the addressee to repeat the answer, while in (b) the moderator has power to claim the addressee’s clarification; using verdictive speech act he makes judgement of value to the addressee, and as in (c) this is done by directing to inferencing the negative addressee’s ideas in which such an answer is really not expected in the discussion. So utterances (a), (b), and (c) function to show the moderator’s power to offer the revision of the addressee’s statement.

2. Metapragmatic description as in:
   (a) Saya ingin mengingatkan seorang negarawan dan politikus Yunani pada abad yunani kuno pada tahun 495 sampai 492 BC.
   (b) Saya mau (bertanya) ke pak Hantha Yudha dulu (“gak selesai jawabnya” kata salah satu peserta & ketawa)). 

   The use of performative verbs overtly as in (a) “mengingatkan” and covertly as in (b) above function differently. The first functions to lead the audience think together or to remind an event as for getting the first impression from the audience; while the latter, not spoken (bertanya) functions to cut the previous response from one addressee and now to continue to the current addressee being spoken. The quick and abrupt change of addressing which is usually accompanied by mentioning the name shows that the moderator has close relation to the addressee.

3. Moderator’s signalling to the addressee as discourse markers as in:
   (a) Baik, sekarang saya ke pengacaranya Nazarudin (sambil menunjuk ke Junimart, sedangkkan peserta bicara sendiri).
   (b) Pemirsa, sebenarnya tujuan saya mengadakan acara ini adalah silaturhami antara korban dan keluarga pelaku. ... Sekarang saya panggilkan keluarga terdakwa dan saya berharap pintu maaf dari bajak-bajak dan ibu dibukakan dan semoga Allah yang membalasnya ((menunggu kehadiran keluarga pelaku)).
   (c) ... Inilah keluarga Apiyani ((keluarga Apiyani bersalaman dengan keluarga korban, peserta tepuk tangan)).

   The underlined words (a), (b), and (c) are metapragmatic awareness which respectively use his finger to point the addressee, stare his eyes to call the man spoken to come up,
and feel cheerful to expect the men mentioned be glad. The functions respectively are to ask the addressee (Nazaruddin’s Lawyer, Junimart) to clarify the fact of the case and give quick response, to enhance the coming up of the man spoken, and to lead them be wisely familiar.

4. Rising intonation as in:
(a) Kenapa?
A short utterance of question in higher intonation is to show moderator’s search of reason from the clarification of the addressee’s statement.
(b) Supaya ada buktinya ada pertemuan tadi, dan memang saya bertemu dengan Nazarudin. Cuma saya tidak akan memberikan opini saya.
The speaker (Nazaruddin’s Law Consultant, OC Kaligis) raised the intonation on the underlined words tidak akan to show his stressing opinion not to do giving opinion.

5. Evidentials as in:
(a) Saya pikir entah nama singkat apa tidak semua orang sudah tahu itu, buat apa itu.
(b) “Saya kira ‘tepuk tangan’ untuk Jawa Timur ((Audien tepuk tangan))”
(c) Ia ketawa-ketawa tapi dia sendiri tidak mengerti apa itu artinya pontispilatus ((peserta ketawa)). Saya kuatir setelah dia pulang, gowa solo dia tahu pontispilatus, baru dia nangis, nah gitu.
The examples (a), (b), and (c) show that the ideas as in moderator’s utterances as far as he knows are to be the truth. These kinds of evidentials function to show the moderator’s firmly reliable information about the fact.

6. Metasequential awareness as explicit intertextual link as in:
(a) Apakah dengan mengatakan kepada kalian yang saya tadi maksudkan, lalu saya harus menjadi musuh kalian.
(b) Apakah dengan mengatakan kepada kalian yang saya tadi maksudkan, lalu saya harus menjadi musuh kalian.
The underlined words above are identified as metapragmatic awareness in the forms of explicit intertextual link which function to relate the previous utterances showing another case and the present utterances.

7. Mention as in:
The mentioned word marked by quotation “AU” indicating Anas Urbaningrum functions more than mentioning a name, but it implicitly means that AU also belongs to a man who is suspected to do corruption, a case retaled to Nazaruddin.

C. Conclusion
From the examples of the use of metapragmatic awareness above, I can conclude that the speech acts used by the moderator in the discussion ILC have shown various metapragmatic functions. Those metapragmatic functions have supported to determine the intention of the moderator in delivering the utterances to get more information within the discussion ILC. In the discussion ILC, the emphasis is on getting the more and reliable information about the case being discussed so that the role of moderator is challenged to vary the strategy of getting the information.
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